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Abstract
This article addresses a new area of sensor 

networks — the anti-sensornet. Though the term anti-
sensornet is scattered throughout literature, there is no 
systematic description of the anti-sensornet. In this 
article, we provide an introduction to anti-sensornet by 
analyzing the behaviors of intelligent intruders and the 
methods used to confront them including hiding sensor 
networks, enhancing detection capabilities and 
recovering from successful attacks.

1. Introduction 
    Field surveillance and intruder tracking are among 
the most important tasks concerning anti-terrorism and 
military affairs. More generally, surveillance of 
community places, office buildings, hospitals, banks 
and other important locations demands high detection 
probability against potential intruders. The recently 
emerging sensor network is nicely matched for these 
types of applications.  
    Most existing work in the sensor network research 
has focused on intelligence of sensors or sensor 
networks, such as tracking the movement of an 
intruder, where either the intruder is assumed to be 
non-intelligent, or issues of intruder intelligence are 
not addressed at all. A common assumption is that an 
intruder is unaware of the existence of the sensor 
network, and does not attempt to mask its physical 
measures, moving forward toward its destination. In 
real life, however, many intruders are intelligent. They 
attempt to hide themselves, choose better moving paths, 
or attack the sensor network. Most existing work on 
the security issues of sensor networks assumes fake 
nodes, captured nodes and DoS attacks. Few of them 
address the issue of detection avoidance.  
    Most current sensor networks fail to detect 
intelligent intruders as they were developed under the 
assumption of non-intelligent intruders. We, here,  
address this problem of how to build a robust sensor 
network for the surveillance of intelligent intruders. 
Anti-sensornet technology is developed for this 
purpose. The term anti-sensornet is found in literature 
[6][18]; we propose a more appropriate name, 
sensornet countermeasure (SNCM), to describe this 
new technology.  

    In the context of SNCM, characteristics of 
intelligent intruders and their behaviors are 
investigated, as is the methodology on how to confront 
attack from an intelligent intruder. There are three 
topics in SNCM: 
• hiding techniques for sensor networks in different 

phases;
• detection techniques that are designed specifically 

for intelligent intruders; and  
• self-healing techniques that repair damage.  

We must revisit and redesign sensor network 
protocols with the new assumption that intruders are 
intelligent. Techniques developed in this area will help 
people build more robust sensor networks that have a 
broader impact on the sensor network infrastructure. 

2. Intelligent Intruders 
    Different types of intruders behave differently. A 
non-intelligent intruder is not aware of sensors or 
sensor networks. It will remain in place even when 
being detected or when some threat is approaching. It 
may walk around randomly, or travel straight toward 
its destination without considering potential dangers. 
In contrast, an intelligent intruder may take action to: 
1. Gather information of the sensor network by 

• using a detector to scout the location, quantity, 
type, and capacity of surrounding sensor nodes; 

• deploying sensor nodes to collect information. 
2. Avoid sensor network’s detection by 

• masking or reducing its physical measures to 
conceal its own existence; 

• searching for the best moving path to avoid 
detection or tracking. 

3. Alter behaviors of the sensor network by 
• physically destroying part of the sensor network; 
• interfering with sensing and/or communication of 

the sensor network; 
• obtaining the security key of sensor nodes; 
• capturing sensor nodes and utilizing them to 

attack other nodes; 
• changing routing behaviors of the sensor network; 
• applying a denial of service (DoS) attack on the 

sensor network. 
Before further discussing intruder behavior, we 

briefly review the broader security issues for the sensor 
network such as a DoS attack, encryption, or node 
capture.
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    An intruder could easily interfere with a sensor 
network by jamming the radio channel [17]. A similar 
approach can be reproduced on a MAC layer by using 
a denial of sleep technique [13]. The attacker 
broadcasts unauthenticated traffic into the network 
following all MAC rules, while keeping sensor nodes 
out of their sleep states. This attack could significantly 
reduce the energy efficiency of MAC protocols such as 
S-MAC, T-MAC and B-MAC.  
    On the network layer, there exist many types of 
attacks on routing protocols [8]. By spoofing, altering, 
or replaying routing information, attackers are able to 
create routing loops to attract or redirect network 
traffic in order to create black-holes or to drop 
messages. Attackers could also generate a HELLO 
message flood to disrupt operation in a sensor network. 
In [16], authors propose the Secure Implicit 
Geographic Forwarding, a family of configurable 
secure routing protocols that deal with these attacks. 
     Secure and efficient key distribution establishes 
authenticated communication in a sensor network and 
prevents any malicious physical access. Several key 
management systems have been proposed in [5] to 
improve detection of malicious captured nodes and 
bypassing vulnerable areas. Attackers could also 
intend to intercept the messages sent among sensor 
nodes. They can infect message integrity, predict 
message content, and replay the previous 
communication. TinySec [7] supports message 
authenticated code encryption and also uses 
initialization vectors to prevent prediction of an 
encrypted message. 
     A node-capture is a common type of attack on 
sensor networks. After a successful node-capture, the 
attacker has full control over the captured sensor 
including the cryptographic keys, which makes this 
type of attack difficult to detect; and thus, especially 
harmful. In [2], authors proposed the concept of a one-
time sensor by preloading every sensor with a single 
cryptographic token before deployment to mitigate a 
node-capture attack. 
    This paper focuses on design issues for sensor 
networks considering intelligent intruders. An 
intelligent intruder scouts its surrounding environment 
in order to find out each sensor’s location and sensing 
capability. Different assumptions can be made when 
designing a robust sensor network: 

the intruder is either moving or stationary; 
the sensor network is either deployed before or 
after the arrival of intruders; 
the intruder uses either a detector or many sensor 
nodes to collect information. 

We assume that an intruder is equipped with a 
powerful directional detector that can determine the 
direction and the distance of a threat. Once a sensor 
network is detected, an intruder can take action. A 
stationary intruder, most likely dropped from a 
helicopter, can react by hiding itself or bypassing the 
functionality of the sensor network. A moving intruder, 
in addition to hiding itself and destroying the sensor 
network, can strategically search for the best path to its 
destination. If the sensor network is deployed before 
arrival of the intruder, the intruder can peek around 
then sneak into the sensing field, if bypass cannot be 
found. If the intruder is already in the field when the 
sensor network is deployed, the intruder can try to 
escape from surveillance by looking for a route with 
the lowest probability of being detected. 
    Both the intruder and the sensor network are 
attempting to detect, hide from and countermeasure 
each other. It is, however, not a symmetric battle.  On 
the one side, is a single or a few large intruders, and on 
the other side, are a large number of small sensors. 
Thus, each part must engage in different technologies.

3. Confronting Intelligent Intruders 
    A sensor network is deployed for the purpose of 
surveillance. A sensor network that aims to detect 
intelligent intruders must: 

minimize its exposure to the intruder; 
maximize its surveillance capability; 
resist interference from the intruder, detect and 
repair failed portions of the sensor network. 

Surveillance can be measured by coverage of a 
sensor network, such as the coverage percentage with a 
deterministic surveillance model [10]. Another way to 
measure surveillance is the average walking distance 
[4], where an intruder starts walking in a random 
direction until being detected by any sensor. The 
degree of surveillance can be calculated based on the 
average walking distance of all the points and all the 
directions in a sensing field. The trap coverage is 
similar to the average walking distance in that it 
guarantees that any moving object can move only a 
bounded distance before it is detected [3]. Yet another 
category of detection probability is the path-based
surveillance, where the best path can be found with 
Voronoi diagrams [1]. Path-based surveillance is 
suited for measuring the quality of tracking an intruder. 
    Most sensor network protocols do not treat the 
intruder as intelligent. As a result, these sensor 
networks are easily exposed to the intruder, Therefore, 
the existing protocols and algorithms need to be 
reconsidered to be more robust and intelligent-
intruder-resistant.
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4. Hiding Sensor Networks 
     It is an interesting phenomenon that a sensor 
network is deployed to detect intruders but the intruder 
also scouts the sensor network for the purpose of anti-
detection. Thus, the sensor network needs to be hidden 
from detection of intruders while retaining its 
functionality to detect intruders. 
    An intruder detects a sensor network by detecting 
sensing or communication signals. Many types of 
sensing, such as temperature, voice, or light, are 
passive and do not emit signals. Other sensors, such as 
ultrasound sensors, do emit a signal. In terms of hiding 
sensor networks, passive sensors are a wiser choice. In 
the situation where an active sensor must be used, we 
need to minimize the quantity and duration of emitted 
energy. The intruder’s detector can also be passive or 
active. A sensor network can easily detect an intruder’s 
active detector and hide from it. About communication 
signals, optical or electrical ones, a network using 
directional antennas limits its transmission area and 
has a better chance of being hidden from a potential 
intruder. However, Omni-directional antennas are most 
commonly used in today's wireless sensor networks. 
    In general, sensor network activity can be divided 
into three phases: initialization, surveillance, and 
reporting.

4.1. Initialization Phase 
In the initialization phase when many activities are 

performed to configure and initialize a wireless 
network, communication signals can be particularly 
strong and therefore the sensor network can easily be 
scouted. There are two different strategies to hide 
sensor networks in its initialization phase: slow
initialization and fast initialization.
    With slow initialization, if the amount of messages  
is under control and the radiation level is low enough, 
the probability to be detected by an intruder can be 
reduced. On the other hand, fast initialization, despite 
its intensity, reduces the duration to complete 
initialization such that an intruder, at most, can only 
gain partial knowledge on the existence of a sensor 
network but not details about the number of sensor 
nodes, their distribution or capacity.      
    One approach for fast initialization is to divide all 
the sensors into single-hop clusters which can be self-
initialized simultaneously. This method accelerates 
the initialization process. In the Parallel Initialization 
(PI) algorithm [9], ( log n) Cluster-Head (CH) 
candidates are assigned before deployment, where n is 
the number of sensor nodes and  is the redundancy 
coefficient. After deployment, these CH candidates 
either organize into single-hop clusters by 

broadcasting their ID information, or become a cluster 
member (CM) by the abdication mechanism. When 
this procedure completes, each sensor knows whether 
it is a CH or CM, and each CM knows its connecting 
CH. Figure 1 shows a topology graph of a sensor 
network with n = 1000 generated by PI. In terms of 
initialization time, PI algorithm achieved a constant 
time independent of the size of sensor network n, and 
demonstrated a substantial improvement from other 
two related methods, CTP protocol (TinyOS2.0 
standard) and the NoSE protocol [12].

Figure 1. Sensor network topology generated by PI 
algorithm. 

4.2 Surveillance Phase 
    The second phase, surveillance, is sometimes called 
the normal phase. For hiding communication signals, it 
is ideal to eliminate all communications. This is not 
practical in many situations because a minimal number 
of messages must be exchanged among sensor nodes to 
keep the network connected. For hiding sensing 
signals, activities and signal strength are minimized. 
Even with a low signal, it is still possible for a sensor 
network to be scouted since sensors have to 
periodically wake up for sensing and communication 
to retain their functionalities.  
       Normally, an intruder needs to scout the existence 
and location of every sensor node in order to make a 
decision. An interesting observation is that even if 
missing a small percentage of  the sensor network 
information it may result in a fatal consequence for the 
intruder [20]. With the hundreds or thousands of nodes 
in a sensor network, it is inevitable for an intruder to 
overlook some of them. In addition, not all sensor 
nodes are equally important. Some of them are placed 
in more strategic locations and should be hidden away 
more frequently. Utilizing these characteristics, the 
sensor network can be designed to incorporate 
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different  sleeping schedules for its sensor nodes to 
improve its hiding techniques during the surveillance 
phase. Thus, some sensor nodes with a high priority to 
be hidden can be selected to sleep longer, therefore, 
becoming invisible to intruders at a relatively long 
time period. This way, it will be hard for the intruder 
to obtain a complete picture of the sensor network and 
to make well-informed decisions. 
    We can go even further by hiding some sensor 
nodes completely from the intruder. A latent node is 
defined as a node that keeps silent until the reporting 
phase. Once it starts to report by sending messages, it 
turns back to a normal node. Thus, a latent node sends 
messages only when important information needs to be 
reported. When deploying such latent nodes, the sensor 
network must ensure their connectivity. That is, when 
a latent node is ready to report, it can connect to a 
normal node to forward its message to the destination. 

4.3. Reporting Phase 
    When a sensor network in its surveillance state has 
detected a possible intruder, it should responsively 
report the information to the base station. The 
reporting phase could make the sensor network 
vulnerable to exposure, due to its increased signal 
strength resulted from intensive communication 
activities. Taking advantage, an intruder can throw a 
cobble onto the field on purpose just to trigger sensor 
network’s reporting activities. An approach to 
confronting this strategy is lazy reporting, that is, the 
sensor network postpone the reporting for a time 
period. Though the principle of lazy reporting is 
simple, it is difficult to find out an appropriate delay 
time period. If it is too short, the sensor network may 
expose itself too soon. If it is too long, the sensor 
network could miss the opportunity to report an 
important event in time. It is a tradeoff to decide 
whether to report at the first sign of detection or to 
postpone reporting until the detection has been 
repeatedly confirmed.  

Another method is to design a message routing 
algorithm to bypass the intruder. Upon the detection of 
intruders in sensor fields, sensor nodes can collaborate 
with each other to set up a perimeter in order to isolate 
the intruder based on an estimation of an intruder's 
probing intensity. The area inside the perimeter is 
considered the vulnerable area, and messages sent 
from one sensor node to the other bypassing this area 
to hide themselves from intruders and to prevent 
exposure of sensor nodes. Using directional 
communication will allow sensor nodes to further 
reduce the chance to be detected, providing more 
protection to sensor networks. 

5. Enhancement of Detection Capability 
Many techniques have been proposed to effectively 

track an intruder [4]. An intelligent intruder finds a 
best path to escape, that is, a path that has the lowest 
probability of being detected. Therefore, one possible 
approach is to block the best path. The current solution 
to finding the best path is to use the Voronoi diagram 
as shown in Figure 2 (a) [1], where each line segment 
maximizes the distance from the nearest sensor. 
Meguerdichian [11] has pointed out that the path of 
maximal breach of surveillance in the sensor field lies 
on the Voronoi diagram lines. Finding such a path 
requires the knowledge of the entire sensor network.  

    An intelligent intruder, situated in a monitored 
region, is looking for the best path to traverse or 
escape. There are two basic criteria to evaluate the best 
path. First, the less the exposure, the better the path. If 
the intruder can find and follow the path with the least 
exposure, it can escape from surveillance without 
being detected. Second, the shorter the path, the 
shorter the time to traverse and be exposed. An 
intelligent intruder would like to follow a short path to 
reach the destination as soon as possible.(a) Voronoi Diagram         (b) Local Voronoi Diagram 

Figure 2. The Voronoi Diagrams. 

     An intelligent intruder, situated in a monitored 
region, is looking for the best path to traverse or 
escape. There are two basic criteria to evaluate the best 
path. First, the less the exposure, the better the path is. 
If the intruder can find and follow the path with the 
least exposure, it can escape from surveillance without 
being detected. Second, the shorter the path, the 
shorter the time to traverse and to be exposed.  
    Assume that all locations are at points of 
intersection and traversal is along lines of the diagram. 
If the current location of the intruder is S, and its final 
destination D, from S to D, there could be multiple 
paths available. With each single hop (or segment), 
from U to V, a traversal cost CU,V is defined as a 
product of its exposure eU,V and its length lU,V. Assume 
that the intruder is situated at point W which has k 
neighbors, Z1, Z2,... ZK. If the intruder is moving 
towards neighbor ZI, its associated traversal cost to its 
destination CW,D will be CW,Zi+CZi,D. Therefore, the 
optimal path is determined by one of its neighbors ZJ
such that CW,Zi+ CZi,D is smaller than or equal to that of 
any other neighbor Zi. Following the optimal path is 
equivalent to selecting the next neighbor to traverse. If 
a global Voronoi diagram is available, the Dijkstra 
algorithm can be applied to find such an optimal path.  
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In practice, since an intruder has a limited detection 
range, it is not always possible to find an optimal path. 
Instead, it uses only local information to obtain an 
approximation of the best path. The intruder scouts the 
field and locates the sensors in its scope to obtain a 
Local Voronoi Diagram (LVD), as shown in Figure 
2(b). Note that the intersection points and lines in LVD 
and those in the corresponding part of the global 
Voronoi diagram are not necessarily identical. It is 
infeasible to recursively compute neighbor's traversal 
cost CZi,D due to lack of global information. As an 
alternative, a geographic distance from point Zi to 
destination D can be used as an approximation of the 
traversal cost. Thus, once a LVDW is generated for the 
intruder's current location W, the next hop can be 
determined by choosing a neighbor. When the intruder 
arrives at Zj, another LVDZj is generated, and so on. In 
some extreme cases, no neighbor is found in an 
intruder's scope, and the intruder can move directly 
towards the destination for a reasonable distance to 
regenerate a new LVD. One experiment shows that 
with local information, there are about 30% more 
exposure and 5.5% longer length than that with global 
information [19]. This approach can also be used for 
another interesting problem. Assume the intruder has 
the equipment to interfere or even destroy a single 
sensor node at a time, which sensor is to be the object? 
Each sensor node in LVD is evaluated for impact of 
this removal. The node will be selected such that its 
removal will result in a better path compared to 
removing any other node in LVD. 
     A sensor network is looking for ways to enhance its 
detection capability. Given characteristics of intruders, 
we could design smart algorithms to protect the sensor 
network by disabling the detection capabilities of the 
intruder. For example, an intelligent intruder is 
normally able to choose an optimal path of movement 
utilizing Voronoi Diagram in order to minimize its 
exposure. Such an optimal path can be blocked by 
deploying additional sensors [21]. Another interesting 
approach to enhancing detection capability of the 
sensor network is to configure a network topology 
such that in every detection range of the intruder, the 
optimal path calculated by the intruder’s algorithm is 
as different as possible from the optimal path. An 
example is shown in Figure 3 where the dotted line is 
the best path while the solid line is the path found by 
the intruder using LVD. 

    This method can be further developed by hiding 
latent nodes. The intruder is then led onto a sub-
optimal path due to lacking of complete information. 
We need to determine which sensors are more critical 
and should be hidden. The objective is to guide the 
intruder along a suboptimal path in order to maximize 

the detection probability. With the hiding technique, an 
intelligent intruder is unable to make a reliable 
decision. Assume that we have a few latent sensor 
nodes that can be placed in some location where the 
intruder passes through. As shown in Figure 4, if the 
sensor node in the small circle is hidden, the intruder 
will head to the right, and thus, be detected by the 
latent node. In contrast, a single sensor node can on 
purpose signal constantly to distract the intruder from 
scouting the rest of the field by capturing all of its 
attention. With these methods, we can increase the 
detection probability. Yet, the intruder could be smart 
enough to predict the behaviors of a smart sensor 
network and take action to confront it. Further study 
can apply game theory to explicate this dilemma; 
however, this is out of the scope of this article.   

Figure 3. An example where an intruder does not 
choose the best path (dotted); and instead, takes an 
alternative sub-optimal path (solid) found by LVD. 

Figure 4. An example where the latent node in the 
small circle is hidden. The intruder will head to the 
right, and be detected by the latent node. 

6. Recovery and Anti-interference 
Technology

An intruder can destroy or capture sensors in the 
field, disabling the sensor network. To ensure the 
functionality of a sensor network, protection is an 
important issue. Work in [15] addressed the self-
protection problem using sensor nodes. Minimum p-
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self-protection for a wireless sensor network is defined 
by two criteria. First, any wireless sensor node can be 
monitored by at least p active sensor nodes. Second, 
the number of active nodes in a sensor network is 
reduced. This is a NP-complete problem. Both 
centralized and distributed approximate solutions to 
minimum 1-self-protection are provided in [15].
Efficient, centralized and distributed approximate 
algorithms are designed for the minimum p-self-
protection problem in sensor networks with 
heterogeneous or homogeneous sensing radius [14].
    When a sensor network is attacked by an intruder, 
part of the network could be nonfunctional and unable 
to detect intruders, leaving a hole in the network. 
There are several approaches to recovering from 
sensor network failure. First, we can utilize the 
redundant sensor nodes, which are normally in the 
sleep state, and will wake up when they are called on 
to repair the network. Second, mobile sensors can be 
used for self-healing. This approach is particularly 
useful when all the sensors in the same area 
malfunction. A sensor network also needs anti-
interference techniques to make itself robust against 
interference.

7. Conclusion 
Countermeasure techniques for sensor networks 

look at the behaviors of both intelligent intruders and 
sensor networks. We discussed some issues and related 
techniques in this article. It can be viewed as the first 
step toward the development of the anti-sensornet or 
sensornet countermeasure technique. 
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